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Abstract—This article highlights issues that arise when deploying network address

translation middle-boxes through containers. We focus on Docker as the container

technology of choice and present a thorough analysis of its networking model, with

special attention to the default bridge network driver that is used to implement network

address translation functionality. We discuss some unexpected shortcomings we

identified and elaborate on the suitability of containers for deploying services based on

the Interactive Connectivity Establishment standard protocol. To support our findings, we

present experiments we conducted in a real-world operational environment, namely a

WebRTC service based on the Janusmedia server.

CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
& INTERNET-BASED DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS rely

more and more on the microservices paradigm

for what concerns their design. Microservices

indeed allow us to embrace well-known design

patterns like the separation of concerns, thanks

to the presence of a number of independently

operating components, whose scalability can eas-

ily be guaranteed through dynamic deployment

and orchestration techniques. When it comes to

the implementation, containers currently repre-

sent the most natural choice, since they allow for

an easy mapping between the designed microser-

vices and their respective real-world operational

counterparts.

In this article, we tackle a specific issue that

one has to face when adopting the aforemen-

tioned approach. Namely, we take distributed
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WebRTC1 applications as an outstanding example

of systems taking advantage of the (container-

based) microservices paradigm. For such applica-

tions, we make the consideration that real-world

deployments (which typically happen in the

cloud) necessarily call for the adoption of the

Interactive Connectivity Establishment2 (ICE) pro-

tocol, which has been specifically devised in order

to solve network node reachability issues in the

presence of network address translators (NATs).

In the depicted scenario, based on our experi-

ence with deploying scalable real-time multi-

media services in the wild through Docker

containers, we identify a specific issue that arises

when relying on server-side Docker-based com-

ponents, which get deployed behind NATs and

are hence not configured with publicly reachable

IP addresses. Such an issue indeed caused us lots

of troubles in the past and forced us to deeply

investigate the way Docker implements the NAT

concept. The article hence presents the lessons

we learnt and provides some suggestions as to

how best deploy one’s own containers for real-

world operational environments.

The article is organized as follows. “Interactive

Connectivity Establishment” introduces the basic

concepts behind the Interactive Connectivity

Establishment protocol and its utilization to

optimize the NAT traversal in the Internet. “Docker

Networking Model” presents Docker’s networking

architecture, by delving into the details of the so-

called container networking Model. This paves

the way for the discussion in “Docker NAT

Functionality,” where we specifically focus on how

Docker implements the previously discussed

NAT traversal techniques. “Real-World Example:

Janus WebRTC Services” analyzes a real-world

example associatedwith container-basedWebRTC

applications, with special reference to the deploy-

ment of one ormore JanusWebRTCmedia servers

behindNATs. “Final Considerations” discusses les-

sons learnt and proposes a few deployment guide-

lines for services like the one analyzed in

the article. Finally, “Conclusion” concludes the

paper by summarizing itsmain contributions.

INTERACTIVE CONNECTIVITY
ESTABLISHMENT

NATs have been considered enemies of real-

time applications since the session initiation

protocol (SIP)3 has become widely adopted in

the early 2000s as the signaling protocol to initi-

ate Voice over IP or multimedia teleconferencing

calls. This was the main reason which drove to

the definition of the ICE technique as a means to

provide network address translation (NAT) tra-

versal functionality to any session-oriented pro-

tocol. It leverages both STUN4 and TURN,5 the

former being a protocol for address discovery

and connectivity check, the latter being a proto-

col for involving media relays in the communica-

tion. ICE proves effective in the presence of all

types of NAT, as it will be explained in more

detail in “Docker NAT Functionality.” It starts

from the assumption that for a single host multi-

ple IP addresses might be associated

� host addresses: these are the IP addresses

that have been assigned to the interfaces the

host in question is equipped with, plus the

ports that have been picked up for the net-

work communication to happen;

� server-reflexive address: this is a specific NAT

binding (i.e., an <IPaddress, port> pair) that

is allocated on a NAT when the host sends a

packet through the NAT to a STUN server

deployed in the Internet;

� relayed address: this is a specific <IPaddress,

port> pair that is reserved on a publicly avail-

able TURN server when the host sends a

TURN Allocate request to the TURN server

itself;

� peer-reflexive address: similar to a server-

reflexive address, but discovered by the peer

itself from a direct response received, as

briefly explained later in this section.

All of the above (transport) addresses are

called ICE candidates and can indeed exist both

in their UDP and TCP versions.

An ICE transaction takes place in six steps:

gathering, prioritizing, encoding, offering/answer-

ing, checking, completing. During the gathering

phase, all potential ICE candidate addresses

are collected through inspection of the local

interfaces configuration, as well as through

transactions with the configured (if any) STUN

and TURN servers. A priority is then assigned to

each and every collected candidate (prioritizing

phase). Typically, host candidates have a higher

priority than peer-reflexive candidates, which in
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turn come before server-reflexive candidates.

Relayed addresses have the lowest priority and

are usually left as a last resort. During the encod-

ing phase, candidates, together with their

assigned priorities, are then properly encoded

as session description protocol (SDP)6 attributes

and sent (either individually, as so-called trickle

candidates,7 or as a bundle, within the payload

of a signaling protocol) to the remote party,

which will answer back with its own collected

candidates. This is the offering/answering phase.

Once all of the ICE candidates are available to

both parties, they can get properly paired (in

descending order of combined priority). For

each such candidate pair, reachability checks

are conducted by issuing STUN requests toward

the remote party. If the checking phase success-

fully completes, the completing phase begins, as

we have found a “working” pair of addresses,

which can then be used for the communication.

It is worth noticing that during the checking

phase, the received “binding response” message

might contain an address which does not match

any of the already collected candidates. Such an

address, also known as peer-reflexive candidate,

indeed contains the same IP address as the

checked candidate, but a different port number.

Peer-reflexive addresses form new candidate

pairs to be tested through the default STUN-

based checking approach.

From the above description, it is clear that

ICE has been conceived at the outset as a solu-

tion to effectively cope with the presence of

NATs in the network. In this article, we will

focus on few important shortcomings that

we identified while deploying session-oriented

real-time multimedia services in operational

environments involving container-oriented,

Docker-based, NAT middle boxes. In order to

do that, we will have to dig a bit deeper into

the details of how the networking stack is real-

ized in Docker. This is the main subject of the

following section.

DOCKER NETWORKING MODEL
The Linux kernel features an extremely

mature and performant implementation of the

network stack. Docker networking uses such ker-

nel’s networking stack as low-level primitives to

create higher level network drivers. To some

extent, Docker networking “is” Linux network-

ing. Networking features in Docker are imple-

mented in the libnetwork library.8

The Docker networking architecture is built

on top of a set of interfaces called the Con-

tainer Networking Model (CNM), whose compo-

nents are depicted in Figure 1 and described

below.

Network Sandbox

A Network Sandbox contains the configura-

tion of a network stack that is used by a con-

tainer. It includes the routing table, names

resolution service, virtual interface card, etc. In

Linux, Docker’s Network Sandboxes are imple-

mented through Network Namespaces, which

allows us to have different and separate instan-

ces of network interfaces and routing tables that

operate independent of each other. By default,

in fact, the set of network interfaces and routing

entries is shared across the entire operating sys-

tem. Namespaces provide resource isolation by

wrapping a global system resource into an

abstraction, which is only bound to processes

within the same namespace.

Endpoint

An Endpoint is the means by which a con-

tainer joins a network. Containers joining multi-

ple networks have multiple endpoints within the

same sandbox.

Network

The CNM defines a Network as a simple col-

lection of endpoints that have connectivity

between them. A network can be implemented

through a Linux bridge, a VLAN, etc.

Network Driver

A Docker Network Driver provides the means

through which Docker networks can actually

work. Network drivers are pluggable modules

that can be used simultaneously and concur-

rently by sandboxes. Each Docker network is

instantiated through a single network driver.

The Docker engine provides an out-of-the-box

set of native network drivers, namely host,

bridge, overlay, and macvlan, which are briefly

introduced in the following sections. New
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network drivers can also be implemented and

loaded into the Docker engine, e.g., to provide

integration with new hardware products.

1) Host driver: With the host driver, a container

uses the networking stack of the host. There

is no namespace separation, and all interfa-

ces on the host can be used directly by the

container.

2) Bridge driver: The bridge driver creates a

Linux bridge on the host that is managed by

Docker. By default, containers on the same

bridge can communicate with each other.

External access to containers can also be

configured through the bridge driver. This

driver is used to implement NAT functional-

ity in Docker, i.e., networks realized via the

bridge driver are NATted networks. We will

further analyze the behavior of this module

in “Docker NAT Functionality.”

3) Overlay driver: The overlay driver creates an

overlay network that supports multihost

networks.

4) Macvlan driver: The macvlan driver is an

underlay driver that exposes host network

interfaces directly to containers running on

the host itself. Macvlan allows a single physi-

cal interface to have multiple MAC and IP

addresses; as such, it can be used to provide

IP addresses to containers that are exposed

directly in the underlay network and are

routable on it.

During the network and endpoints lifecycle,

the CNM model controls the IP address assign-

ment for network and endpoint interfaces via

the IPAM driver(s). Libnetwork has a default,

built-in IPAM driver and allows third party IPAM

drivers to be dynamically plugged. On network

creation, the user can specify which IPAM driver

libnetwork needs to use for the network’s IP

address management.

DOCKER NAT FUNCTIONALITY
We conducted a thorough analysis of the

built-in NAT functionality provided by Docker,

namely by its bridge network driver, and elabo-

rate on its suitability for ICE-based applications.

The bridge driver is used by default when a con-

tainer is created if no other network mode is

specified. As already anticipated in “Docker Net-

working Model,” every time a container uses the

bridge driver to join a network, it ends up

being behind a NAT. Such NAT is implemented

by Docker by leveraging Netfilter,9 a framework

provided by the Linux kernel that enables

various networking-related operations. The

observations we make in this section, then, are

Figure 1. Docker’s Container Networking Model.
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not Docker-specific but can be applied to any

NAT implementation based on Netfilter. Our first

goal was to classify the NAT provided by Docker

among the four different types defined in

RFC3489,3 namely Full Cone, Restricted Cone, Port

Restricted Cone, Symmetric. Even though this is

not the most fine-grained classification of NAT

variations, as it has been extended in RFC4787,10

it is accurate enough for the sake of this article.

Figure 2 sketches the behavior of these four types

of NATs. A full cone NAT forwards any packet

addressed to its public-facing transport address,

as depicted in Figure 2(a). A restricted cone only

allows forwarding of packets coming from the IP

address of the host that has been previously con-

tacted [see Figure 2(b)]. A port restricted cone

only forwards packets coming from the transport

address of the host that has been previously con-

tacted [see Figure 3(c)]. For these first three

cases, outgoing packets sent from the same NAT-

ted transport address are mapped onto the same

public-facing transport address regardless of the

destination. A symmetric NAT behaves like a port

restricted cone with the only exception that out-

going packets addressed to different hosts are

mapped onto different transport addresses [see

Figure 2(d)].

To determine the type of NAT, we made use

of the Netcat tool11 to send and receive UDP

packets from/to a container, and the Netfilter’s

conntrack command to display the NAT table of

the host machine on which the container is run-

ning. An example of NAT table is depicted in

Figure 3. A new entry is created as soon as the

kernel sees an incoming/outgoing packet that

belongs to a new “connection.” The left-hand

side of the table reports the source and destina-

tion transport addresses of such packet, plus a

Validity field that sets the expiration time of that

entry. The validity is refreshed for each packet

of the same connection that is detected. The

right-hand side of the table, instead, is related to

packets expected on the backward path (i.e., the

so-called “expectations table”). Finally, the State

column reports the state of the entry. For UDP

flows, as soon as the entry is created (i.e., when

the first packet is sent/received), the state is set

to UNREPLIED and the validity to 15 s; the state

Figure 2. Types of NATs. (a) Full cone. (b) Restricted cone. (c) Port restricted cone. (d) Symmetric.

Figure 3. Docker host NAT table.
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changes to ASSURED when a packet is detected

in the backward direction, and the validity is

set to 180 s. The experiments we made showed

that at a first glance the Docker bridge network

driver seems to behave like a port restri-

cted cone NAT, given that packets with the

same source port and addressed to different

hosts are mapped onto the same public-facing

transport address (see Figure 3 rows 1 and 2).

A more accurate analysis, though, revealed that

there are cases where it acts as a Symmetric

NAT instead, i.e., packets with the same source

address and port addressed to different destina-

tions are mapped to different external transport

addresses. This is the case when an incoming

packet addressed to a given port is received by

the Docker host prior to detecting any outgoing

connection having the same source port. Rows

3–5 in Figure 3 show how packets sent by the

container from the same port number 20 000

have been mapped to different public ports

because of the incoming packet previously

detected and listed at row 4. This behavior is

also depicted in Figure 3(d). As it will be clarified

in “Real-World Example: Janus WebRTC Serv-

ices,” such behavior is very unfortunate and

may easily cause problems when deploying con-

tainerized ICE-based services, as symmetric

NATs are difficult to deal with.

REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE: JANUS
WEBRTC SERVICES

Deploying services behind a NAT is not

uncommon. For example, all cloud providers,

like Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure, allow peo-

ple to easily create virtual machine (VM) instan-

ces that live in their datacenters. Such VMs are

behind a NAT that can be configured to enable

port forwarding.

As we saw in “Docker Networking Model”, all

microservices deployed within Docker contain-

ers by default also use the bridge network driver

and, as such, end up being behind a NAT.

Deploying session-based services behind a

NAT is usually not recommended. In fact, even

though ICE has been conceived to cope with

NAT traversal in the first place, set-up times usu-

ally take longer when there are NATs involved,

and relay servers (i.e., TURN servers) may be

needed to ensure connectivity in all network

environments. However, as long as the NAT

types involved are not very restrictive at both

sides of the communication, ICE can still con-

verge quickly.

As anticipated in “Docker NAT Functionality,”

the NAT functionality provided by the Docker

bridge network can be assimilated to either a

port restricted cone or symmetric behavior.

Having a variable behavior which cannot be pre-

dicted beforehand is far from ideal. To provide a

real-world example, we designed a few experi-

ments to deploy a Janus.12 WebRTC server

instance in a Docker container. Before delving

into the details of our experiments, we briefly

introduce the WebRTC architecture.

WebRTC Architecture

WebRTC extends the classic web architec-

ture semantics by introducing a peer-to-peer

communication paradigm between browsers.

The WebRTC architectural model draws its

inspiration from the SIP architecture. Signaling

messages are used to set up and terminate com-

munications. They are transported by the HTTP

or WebSocket protocol via the web server,

which can modify, translate, or manage them as

needed. It is worth noting that the signaling

between browser and server is not standardized

in WebRTC, as it is considered to be part of the

application. As to the data path, WebRTC defines

the PeerConnection abstraction which allows

media to flow directly between browsers without

any intervening servers.

A WebRTC web application is typically writ-

ten as a mix of HTML and JavaScript. It interacts

with web browsers through the standardized

WebRTC API, as well as other standard APIs,

allowing to properly exploit and control the

real-time browser function, both proactively

(e.g., to query browser capabilities) and reac-

tively (e.g., to receive browser-generated notifi-

cations). The WebRTC API must hence provide

a wide set of functions, like connection manage-

ment (in a peer-to-peer fashion), encoding/

decoding capabilities negotiation, selection and

control, media control, firewall, and NAT ele-

ment traversal. Session description represents

an important piece of information that needs to

be exchanged. It specifies the transport informa-

tion, as well as the media type, format, and all
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associated media configuration parameters

needed to establish the media path. The Inter-

net Engineering Task Force is now standardizing

the JavaScript Session Establishment Protocol

(JSEP).13 JSEP provides the interface needed by

an application to deal with the negotiated local

and remote session descriptions (with the nego-

tiation carried out through whatever signaling

mechanism might be desired), together with a

standardized way of interacting with the ICE

state machine.

The JSEP approach delegates entirely to the

application the responsibility for driving the sig-

naling state machine: the application must call

the right APIs at the right times and convert the

session descriptions and related ICE information

into the defined messages of its chosen signaling

protocol.

It is worth mentioning that, even though

WebRTC allows for direct browser-to-browser

communication, more complex application

scenarios like, e.g., conferencing and real-

time group-based multimedia communication,

definitely call for the introduction of functional-

ity (e.g., mixing, transcoding, forwarding of the

media involved in a group-shared session) that

cannot be implemented at the end-systems in an

effective way. In these cases, in-network (i.e.,

server-side) components (media servers, selec-

tive forwarding units, multipoint control units,

etc.) come to the fore. Such components obvi-

ously need to adhere to the WebRTC standards

in order to be capable of seamlessly interacting

with WebRTC-enabled browsers on the end-

user’s side.

Testing Docker’s NAT Functionality

WebRTC strongly depends on ICE for its oper-

ations and WebRTC applications represent an

important use case.

On the server side of our testbed, we used

the Docker bridge network and the Google pub-

lic STUN service (stun.l.google.com:19302) for

address discovery. We did not involve a TURN

server in these experiments.

Figure 4. ICE failure.
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We leveraged the Janus Streaming plugin to

set up a WebRTC PeerConnection between the

browser and Janus in order to receive a media

stream. The browser client was behind a sym-

metric NAT. This last hypothesis is not unrealis-

tic. As an example, the Firefox browser, since

version 57, has a built-in packet filter, which

makes it behave like it were behind a Symmetric

NAT. Google Chrome will likely provide the same

feature in the near future.

In this scenario, Janus first gathers its ICE

candidates and sends them over to the browser

within a JSEP offer containing the SDP local ses-

sion description. The browser then gathers its

own ICE candidates and sends them to Janus

within a JSEP answer. Right after that, the

browser starts sending STUN check messages

toward the candidates announced by Janus,

which in turn also starts the connectivity check

phase as soon as it receives the ICE candidates

from the browser. This flow is depicted in

Figure 4. The communication set up eventually

fails because the STUN request sent by the

browser through the Symmetric NAT (message

#4) arrives at the Docker host before message

#6. In this case, as explained in “Docker NAT

Functionality,” the Docker NAT uses a different

public port than the one advertised by Janus in

its SDP. If instead Janus had sent its connectivity

check first, the communication would have been

successful. This is more likely to happen when

the browser sends the JSEP offer and Janus

answers (e.g., with the Janus EchoTest plugin),

as illustrated in Figure 5.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
In “Docker NAT Functionality,” we analyzed

the operation of the Docker bridge network

Figure 5. ICE success.
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driver, which implements NAT functionality, and

demonstrated how it behaves either as a port

restricted cone or a symmetric NAT, depending

on the arrival timing of packets. This makes its

usage for ICE-based applications not recom-

mended, as it can easily make the connection set

up fail as we saw in “A Real-World Example: Janus

WebRTC Services.” In order to effectively deploy

ICE-based services within Docker containers, two

solutions come to our mind. The former is to

leverage the Docker Host network driver. Special

attention should be paid in this case when

deploying multiple containers on the same host,

as port conflicts can easily occur. The latter is to

assign a dedicated IP address to containers. This

can be done by using theMacvlan network driver,

as introduced in Section Network Driver, or by

leveraging a tool called Pipework,14 that we have

been using for a long time and which proved to

be very effective.

CONCLUSION
This article has analyzed in some detail how

Docker currently implements NAT functionality.

We have highlighted how containers get usually

deployed on the host as independent networking

nodes lying behind a host-provided NAT. Such a

NAT typically shows either a portrestricted or a

symmetric behavior. In the latter case, it severely

hinders the correct functioning of the hosted

containers, especially in those situations where

such containers are actually providing some

server-side functionality to remote third parties.

We took WebRTC-enabled distributed multi-

media applications as an interesting use case

and demonstrated how such applications are

best supported by working around the need for

address translation, namely through assigning

publicly reachable independent IP addresses to

the containers deployed on the host and offering

server-side services.

When such an approach is not practicable

(e.g., because of the lack of publicly assignable IP

addresses), one alternative is to rely upon the

Docker-provided host network driver, with the

caveat that port conflicts should be avoided in

case of the co-existence of multiple container

instances on the same host. The only remaining

alternative would be to let the server-side con-

tainers stay behind the Docker NAT and configure

them in such a way as to leverage TURN servers

deployed in the public Internet. This is obviously

a solution that is far from optimal, since it highly

depends on the presence of a relay node that

actually acts “on behalf” of the container and

then forwards to it (back and forth) the traffic

that it ismanaging.
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